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Thisinve'ntion relates to merchandising and more par 
ti‘cularl'y- to a package for'hosiery incorporatinga combi 
nation‘labeland‘hosiery protector and'also such combina 
tion label‘ and hosiery protector. . 

A'basic hosiery package of the'type employed" in con 
nection with this invention is shown and described inpatent 
to ‘John C; Berry, No. 2,696,295, and: the combination 
llabeljiand'hosiery protector of this invention. is‘ utilized in 
combination with the. package described in the'above‘pat 
out to provide a means for displaying advertising‘indicia 
and also to provide a protector'for. a portion‘ ofthe hosiery 
packaged, as described‘in the above patent; ‘ . 

Itis accordingly an object of the invention to provide a 
combination l'abel‘and hosiery protector which may be con 
venicntly applied‘ to‘ a hosiery'package‘ to' provid'e'a means 
for displaying advertising indicia- and also to‘provide a 
protector for aportion of the hosiery. 
A further object of the invention is‘the. provision of'a 

combination label and hosiery protector which ‘may be con 
veniently and economically manufactured‘ by relatively 
simple die-cutting operations and applied‘ to the hosiery 
package by relatively simple folding operations in arr-auto 
matic machine. _ 

‘A still further. object of‘v the invention ‘is the provision 
‘of aJcombinationlabel and'hosiery'protector which, when 
applied‘ to a hosiery package is retained’ thereon solely 
‘by the shape of- such package'or by frictional engagement 
of. the label with the hose. 
Another object of 'the invention is" the provision of a 

combination label and hosiery protector, which label‘may 
be provided in .the form of a ?at blank and thereafter ap 
plied‘ to the‘ hosiery‘ package by folding" operations, ‘the 
partsof‘the label being secured’ in folded‘relationship' by 
a ‘pressuresensitive' adhesive applied'to the ‘contacting‘sur 
faces’of such label. ’ ‘ 

A further object of" the invention is the provision of a 
combination label and‘ hosiery protector which‘may'be 
applied“ to ' a hosiery" package .byfolding operations and 
secured‘ in’pla'ce‘by'a pressure sensitive‘ adhesive applied 
ito-contacting‘ surfaces of'the label, such adhesive only 
being'e?cectivelwhenappliedito‘ a' surface in contact with 
another surface toIWhich- the; same‘ adhesive‘ has been ap 
‘plied; 
A further object of the inventionis the ‘provision of a 

combination‘ label and‘. ‘hosierytpro‘tectorr which. may. be 
conveniently. and: economically. manufactured from‘ sheet 
material, suchtasipaperl, plastics or.» the like;,andf-is;provided 
with. foldable. tabs and1a=foldable flap of a con?guration 
when folded, to snugly embrace a hosiery packageand 
conform'to the shape thereof, to retain the labeLthereon. 
A still. further. objectof thev invention is. the. provision 

of .a hosiery package in combination with a combined label 
and protector for a portion of the. hosiery. 

' Further. objects and advantages of theinvention Will'be 
apparent from the following description taken in conjunc 
tion with. the accompanying ‘drawing wherein: 

‘Fig. 1 is a top plan view'of a‘hosiéry ‘package combined 
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2. 
with the combination label and hosiery, protector of- this 
invention; 

Fig. 2, a bottom plan view of a hosiery'package with 
the combination label and hosiery protector. of this inven 
tion applied thereto and with parts broken away». tobetter 
show the formation of the package; 

Fig. 3 is a top plan View of the combination-labelnand 
hosiery protector of this invention‘prior'to applicationiof 
the same to a hosiery package; 

Fig. 4 a bottom plan view of the label vandyprotector 
shown in Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 a fragmentary-side elevational'view of'the com 
bined label and hosiery protector applied. to a hosiery 
package; 

Fig. 6 a fragmentary top‘ plan view of a modi?ed’form 
of hosiery package combined with'a modi?ed combination 
label and hosiery protector, the outline of the package 
being. shown in dot-dash lines and the combination‘label 
and protector being‘ shown in full'lines; 

Fig. 7 a fragmentary bottom plan view of the: hosiery 
package and combination label and hosiery protector 
shown in Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 a top plan viewv of the modi?ed combinationzlabel 
and‘ hosiery protector shown‘ in Fig. 6 andprior to ap 
plication of the same to a hosiery‘pa'ckage; 

Fig. 9 a bottom plan view of the modi?ed labelv and 
protector shown in Fig. 8; 

Fig. 10 a fragmentary top'plan' view of a still“ further 
modi?ed form of hosiery package combinediwithi a further 
modi?ed‘ combination label and hosiery protector, the‘ out 
line of the package being shown in dot-dash lines and the 
combination label and protector being shown-in full lines; 

Fig. 11 a bottom plan view of the further modi?ed 
form of hosiery package and combination label and‘ihosiery 
protector shown in Fig. 10; 

Fig. 12 a top plan view of the further modified- form of 
combination label and hosiery protector shown=in Fig. 10 
and prior to the application of the same to a hosiery pack 
age; and 

Fig. 13 a bottom plan view of the further mo'di?'ed'form 
of label and protector shown in Fig. 12. 
With continued referenceto the draWing-there‘i‘s shown 

a hosiery package 10 of the type shown‘ and described in 
the abovementioned John C. Berry Patenti"#2,‘696,295, 
which is formed by a pair of hose disposedlonewithin the 
other, and applied. over a form which is. then‘ folded in 
overlapping relationship‘along a fold lineextending‘across 
the heel portion of the hose and form. Since thestru-c 
ture‘ and operation of such hosiery package'is‘ fully de 
scribed in the above mentioned patent‘, no further detailed 
description is considered necessary or desirable. -The 
combination label and hosiery protector-11: is’ shown‘ in 
Figs. 1 and 2 applied to the package‘ 10' and,'.as"shown1in 
Figs. 3 and 4, the label and protector 11 may wellicom 
prise a ?at sheet of paper or other‘suitable'material,such 
as:plastics or the like, and such sheet may: be die-cut or 
otherwise formed to provide a label blank,.as1 shownin 
‘Fig.v 3 having an elongated generally. rectangular. central 
portion 12 which may, if desired,.be-provided-withadver 
tising indicia 13 applied thereto in any desiredgmanner. 
Also, if desired, advertising indicia maybe appliedto'other 
portionsof the label‘ in order to utilizeall. exposed areas 
thereof. Extending downwardly from. the lower. edge.:14 
of the central portion 12, is a tapered ?ap 15,,although, if 
desired, the ?ap 15 may be of any other suitable con?gura 
tion. 

Extending outwardly from one side. edge 16 of the cen 
tral‘portion 12, is a tab 17, the upper edge 18 of- which is 
straight and in alignment with the upper edge 19' of the 
central portion 12 and the lower edge ZEJ'of-the ?ap 17 
is inclined, as clearly shown in Fig. 3. Other con?guraa 
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tions of the flap 17 may, of course, be provided, if de 
sired. The tab 17 is also provided with a band of adhesive 
21, the nature and operation of which will be presently 
described. . 

Extending upwardly and outwardly from the opposite 
side edge 22 of the central portion 12 is a second tab 23 
and while this tab is shown as tapered, any suitable con 
?guration may, of course, be employed. Tab 23 is also 
provided with a band of adhesive 24 of the same character 
as the adhesive 21 applied to the tab 17. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the inner or rear surface of the 
central portion 12 and the flap 15 is provided with a band 
of adhesive 25 of the same character as the adhesive 21 
‘and 24 applied to the tabs 17 and 23. This adhesive is 
of the pressure sensitive type and is only effective to unite 
‘two surfaces together when both of such surfaces are 
coated with the adhesive. The adhesive utilized on the 
label of this invention is not effective to join two surfaces 
in which only one of such surfaces is coated with adhesive, 
nor is it effective to join or unite the surface of the label 
to the hosiery of the package 10. i .' 
As a result of the particular type of adhesive used, the 

label blanks as shown in Fig. 3, may be attached one upon 
‘the other, without adjacent labels adhering together by 
‘reason of the fact, that in the ?at condition shown, none 
of the adhesive coated surfaces contact each other. 
The combination label and hosiery protector of this in 

vention is applied to the hosiery package 10 by folding 
the tab 17 around the straight side edge 26 of the package 
10 and by folding the upwardly and outwardly extending 
tab 23 around the inclined edge 27 of the package 10. 
‘Such inclined edge 27 is provided by the bulge occasioned 
‘by the heel portion of the hosiery and form. The ?ap 15 
is then folded around the lower folded edge of the hosiery 
to bring the adhesive coating 25 on the flap 15 into engage 
ment with the adhesive 21 and 24 on the tabs 17 and 23 
which serves to unite the tabs 17 and 23 with the ?ap 15 
to closely embrace the lower end portion of the hosiery 
package 10. 
As will be seen from an inspection of Fig. 2, the inclina 

tion of the tab 23 permits folding of such tab around the 
inclined side edge 27 of the package 10 in such a manner 
that the upper edge 28 of the tab 23 is in alignment with 
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the edge 29 of the ?ap 15 and with the edge 18 of the ’ 
tab 17. This results in providing a neat label and pro 
tector of pleasing appearance in which the upper edges of 
the label and protector form a straight uninterrupted line. 
As will be seen from an inspection of Figs. 1 and 2,~the 

label and protector 11 embraces the lower end of the ‘ 
hosiery package 10 and since, the same tightly embraces 
the inclined side edge 27, the label and protector 11 is 
securely held in place on the package 10. This serves to 
fully protect the lower folded edge of the hosiery from 
either soiling or damage and also provides a means for 
displaying advertising indicia, or other information. The 
novel formation of the label and protector of this inven 
tion permits convenient and economical manufacture of 
vthe same, as well as rapid and automatic application of 
such label and protector to a hosiery package. 
A modi?ed form of hosiery package and combined label 

and protector is shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9, in which 
the hosiery is placed on a form in such a manner as to pro 
-vide a package 30 having a substantially straight end’ edge 
-31 and inclined ‘side edges 32 and 33. 
"modi?ed form of hosiery package, there is provided a 

For use with this 

modi?ed combination label and hosiery protector 34 
which, as best shown in Figs. 8 and 9, may well comprise 
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a ?at sheet of paper or other suitable material, such as , 
‘plastics or the like, and such sheet may be die-cut or other 
_wise formed to provide a label blank having an elongated 
generally rectangular central portion 35 which may, if 
,desired, be provided with advertising indicia applied 

70 

thereto in any desired manner, such as described above 7 
'in connection with the ?rst form of the invention. Ex 
tending downwardly from the lower edge 36 of the cen 75 

4 
tral portion 35 is a tapered ?ap 37, although if desired, 
the ?ap 37 may be of any other suitable con?guration. 

Extending outwardly from one side edge 38 of the cen 
tral portion 35 is a tab 39 which extends upwardly and 
outwardly from the central portion 35 and which tab 39 
is shown as tapered but may, of course, be of any suitable 
con?guration. Tab 39 is provided with a band of pressure 
sensitive adhesive 40, the purpose and operation of which 
will be presently described. 
A similar tapered tab 41 extends upwardly and out 

wardly from the opposite side edge 42 of the central por 
tion 35 and tab 41 is provided with a band of pressure 
sensitive adhesive 43 of the same character as the band 
of adhesive 40 on the tab 39. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the inner or rear surface of the 

central portion 35 and the ?ap 37 is provided with a band 
of adhesive 44 of the same character as the adhesive 40 
and 43 applied to the tabs 39 and 41. This adhesive is of 
the pressure sensitive type and is only effective to unite 
two surfaces together when both of such surfaces are 
coated with the adhesive. The adhesive utilized on the 
label of this invention is not effective to joint two surfaces 
in which only one of such surfaces is coated with such 
adhesive, nor is it effective to join or unite the surface of 
the label to the hosiery of the package 30. Consequent 
ly, this modi?ed form of the label may be stacked, one 
upon the other, as described above in connection with the 
?rst form of the invention. 
The modi?ed form of label and hosiery protector shown 

in Figs. 8 and 9, may be applied to the hosiery package 
v30 by folding the tab 39 around the inclined edge 32 of 
the package 30 and by folding the tab 41 around the in 
clined edge 33 of the package 30. The ?ap 37 is then 
folded around the lower or end edge 31 of the package 
30 to bring the adhesive coating 44 on the ?ap 37 into 
engagement with the adhesive 40 and 43 on the tabs 39 
and 41 which serves to unite the tabs 39 and 41 with the 
?ap 37 to closely embrace the lower end portion of the 
package 30. 
As will be seen from an inspection of Fig. 7, the incli 

nation of the tabs 39 and 41 permits folding of such tabs 
around the inclined side edges 32 and 33 of the package 
30 in such a manner, that the upper edges 45 and 46 of 
the tabs 39 and 41 respectively, are in alignment with the 
upper edge 47 of the ?ap 37. This results in providing 
a neat label and protector of pleasing appearance in which 
the upper edges of the label and protector form a straight 
uninterrupted line. 
As will be seen from an inspection of Figs. 6 and 7, the 

label and protector 34 embraces the lower end of the 
hosiery package 30 and since the same tightly embraces 
the inclined side edges 32 and 33, the label and protector 
34 is securely held in place on the package 30. This 
serves to fully protect the lower folded edge of the hosiery 
from either soiling or damage and also provides a means 
for displaying advertising indicia or other information. 
The novel formation of the label and protector of this 
modi?ed form of the invention permits convenient and 
economical manufacture of the same, as well as rapid 
and automatic application of such label and protector 
to a hosiery package. 
A still further modi?ed form of the invention is shown 

in Figs. 10 to 13 and in this form of the invention, there 
is provided a hosiery package 48 the substantially straight 
end edge 49, as well as substantially straight side edges 
50 and 51. 
The further. modi?ed form of combination label and 

hosiery protector 52 is best shown in Figs. _12 and 13 and 
may well comprise a ?at sheet of paper or other suitable 
material, such as plastics or the like, and such sheet may 
_be die-cut or otherwise formed to provide a label blank 
having an elongated generally rectangular central por 
;~_t,ilon_'53,.which may, if. desired, be provided with advertis 
ing indicia in ‘the same manner as described above in con 
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lr‘nection with :the ii?rst: formh'of Tthe ‘invention. 11> Extending 
-' ‘downwardly from the ‘lower "edge-.54=*ofrthe;central‘ por 
v‘tion 53-is ‘a tapered: ?ap 55gfalthough if desired; the ?ap 
55 may be of any other suitable‘con?guration. 
ii Extending outwardly from one side edge'56 of the cen- ‘ 

Utral‘portion 53,1 is ‘aitab 57, the upper edge '58 of which 
Wisi straight and inlali‘gnment with the upper edge 59 of the 
central portion't'53 ‘and the lowers‘fedge' 60 ‘of the tab ‘57 
is inclined-asiclearlyi shown in Fig. 12. Other con?gura 

‘ ‘tions of theitabi57 may, ‘of course,be provided‘ if desired. 
1 The tab '57'isalso‘iprovided with a‘band of adhesive 61, 
.the'nature‘ and operation‘ of which will be presently de 
‘scribed. ' . 

Extending‘outwardly from the ‘opposite side'ed'ge "62 of 
‘ iltheicentral portion-53is a second tab 63 the upper vedge 

'64 of which is‘straight and in alignment with the upper 
‘e'dge59-of ‘the‘central portion 53 and the lower edge 65 

r 50f the tab 63risiinclined as clearly shown in Fig. 12. The 
‘tab 63' is also provided with a bandrof adhesive 66,‘ similar 

‘ ‘to the vadhesivetillon the tab 57. 
As shownv iniFig. 13, the inner or rear-surface of the 

central portion t53v'and‘the ?ap 55 is provided‘with a band 
7of vadhesive‘ 67~of the same character as the‘ adhesive ‘61 

Aland 66 applied to the tabs 57 and 63. ‘ This adhesive is 
of a‘ pressure'sensitive type and is e?ective to unite two - ‘ 

nsur-faces together when both of said surfaces arecoated 
' with the‘ adhesive. 
T provide a tacky or frictional surface for engagement with 

This adhesive 67 is also effective to 

‘the hosiery ‘on the package 48 in order to frictionally hold 
I the label in place‘ thereon. The adhesive is not effective 

? *to‘join two surfaces in which only one of such surfaces 
i»? is lcoated‘wlth adhesive, nor is it effective to join or unite 
the label‘ to the hosiery of the package 48. 
As a result of the particular type of adhesive used'and 

= as ‘described ‘above in connection with the other forms of 
the invention, the label blanks shown in Fig. 12 may be 
stacked one upon the other, without adjacent labels ad 
hering togetherby reason of the fact, that in the flat condi 
tion shown none ‘of the adhesive coated surfaces contact 
each other. 
The further modi?ed combination label and hosiery pro 

vtector 52 is applied to the hosiery package 48 by folding 
the tab 57 around the straight edge 50 of the package 48 

~ and by folding the tab 63 around the straight edge 51 of 
the package 48. The ?ap 55 is then folded around the 
lower or end folded edge 49 of the hosiery in the package 
48 to bring the adhesive coating 67 on the ?ap 55 into 

1 ‘engagement with the adhesive061 and 66 on the! tabs 57 
and 63, which serves to unite the tabs 57 and 63 with the 
?ap 55 to closely embrace the lower end portion of the 
hosiery package 48. At the same time, the adhesive 67 
on the central portion 53 and the flap 55 engages the 
hosiery of the package 48 to provide a frictional contact 
and thereby prevent inadvertent displacement of the label 
52 thereon. 
As will be seen from an inspection of Fig. 11, the 

upper edge 68 of the folded ?ap 55 is in alignment with 
the upper edges 58 and 64 of the tabs 57 and 63 re 
spectively and this results in providing a neat label and 
protector of pleasing appearance in which the upper edges 
hif the label and protector form a straight uninterrupted 
ne. 

It will be obvious to those skilled in the art that vari 
ous changes may be made in the invention without de 
parting from the spirit and scope thereof and therefore 
the invention is not limited by that which is described in 
the speci?cation and shown in the drawing, but only as in 
dicated in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A hosiery package comprising in combination a form, 

a pair of hose disposed one within the other and received 
over said form, said hose and form being folded in 
overlapping relationship along a fold line extending across 
the heel portion of said hose and form, one side edge 

6 
"of said‘ package-being straight and'the opposite side edge 
' outwardly :inclinedatsaid Zheel portion and a' combination 
'label and hosiery protectordisposed only on the portion 
of ‘said packagetbetween‘lthe :upper‘end of said inclined 

> sideedgeand ‘the foldedend sof saidpacka'ge-Iand-com 
prising a sheet'of‘paper having an elongated substantially 
rectangular central portion, 'a tapered tab‘exte'nding from 
one‘endhedge of said-central portion and folded raround 

- the straight‘side edge of said )packa'ge, ausecon'd ftab 
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extending from*the xop‘posite'end'edge of ‘said ‘central 
portion and folded ar‘oundthevincli‘ned side edge of said 
package ‘and in ‘intimate contact with 'said'in‘clined side 

‘ edge over substantially the'e’ntire width of said'se‘co‘nd 
tab,.aI tapered ?ap extending-from- the lower side edge 
of said central portion and folded around the folded‘: end 
of said hosiery,~said flap overlapping and being‘ ‘secured 
‘to ‘said ‘tabs by a :pressure sensitive‘ adhesiveand indicia 
‘on'the outer surface of said central portion to provide 
a label and a protector embracing and closelyconforming 
to the contour of-the folded‘end portion of 'said hosiery. 
7 2. A hosiery‘. package comprising in combination‘ a 
form; a'pair of ‘hose disposed‘ one within the other and 
received over said form, said hose and form being folded 
in voverlappingrelationship along a fold line extending 
“acrossthe "heel'portionlof said hose and form, one‘ side 
‘edge of: ‘said package being straight and the ‘opposite 
edge outwardly in‘clined'at said heel‘ portion-and acom 
lbination-label and hosiery protector disposedonly‘ onthe 

- portionof said package vbetween the upper- end of said 
inclinediside edge and the folded‘ end of said package and 
comprising a-~ sheet having an elongated‘ substantially rec 
tangular central portion, a tab extending from one'end 
"edge of said-central portion and folded‘ around the straight 
side edge'of said package, a second tab extending from ‘the 
opposite end edge of said central portion and ‘folded 
around'the inclined side edge of said package and in 
intimate contact with said inclined ‘side edge ‘over sub 
stantially the entire width of said second tab,- a» ?ap 
extending from the lower side edge ofsa'id central por 
ti'onand folded ‘around the folded end of said hosiery, 
said ?ap overlapping and being secured» to saidtabs by 
a pressure senstive adhesive and indicia on the outer sur 
faces‘ of said central portion to provide a label and a 
protector embracing and closely conforming" to the con 
tour of the folded end portion of said hosiery. 

3. A hosiery package comprising in combination a 
form, a pair of hose disposed one within the otherand 
received over said form, said hose and form being folded 
in overlapping relationship along a fold line extending 
across the heel portion of said hose and form, one side 
edge of said package being straight and the opposite side 
edge outwardly inclined at said heel portion and a com 
bination label and hosiery proector disposed only on 
the portion of said package between the upper end of said 
inclined side edge and the folded end of said package and 
comprising a sheet having an elongated substantially 
rectangular central portion, a tab extending from one end 
edge of said central portion and folded around the straight 
side edge of said package, a second tab extending from 
the opposite end edge of said central portion and folded 
around the inclined side edge of said package and in 
intimate contact with said inclined side edge over sub 
stantially the entire width of said second tab, a ?ap ex 
tending from the lower side edge of said central portion 
and folded around the folded end of said hosiery, said 
flap overlapping and being secured to said tabs by an 
adhesive and indicia on the outer surface of said central 
portion to provide a label and a protector embracing 
and closely conforming to the contour of the folded 
end portion of said hosiery. 

4. A hosiery package as de?ned in claim 3 in which 
said adhesive is of the type which will adhere only to 
itself. 

5. A label and protector for application to the heel 
portion only of a hosiery package having one side edge 
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;,of. said package straight and the opposite side edge out 
wardly inclined at'said heel portion, comprising a ?at 
sheet of paper having an elongated central portion, the 

' upper and lower side edges of said central portion being 
- substantially parallel, one end edge of said central por 
tion being substantially perpendicular to said upper and 
lower side edges, the opposite end edge of said central 
portion being downwardly and outwardly inclined from 
said upper side edge to said lower side edge, a ?ap extend 
ing downwardly from substantially the entire lower side 
‘edge of said central portion, the height of said ?ap being 
substantially equal to the height of said central portion 
between said upper and lower side edges, a tab extend 
ing outwardly from said one end edge of said central 
portion, the upper side edge of said tab being a continua 
tion of and in alignment with the upper side edge of said 
central portion, a second tab extending upwardly and out 
wardly from said inclined opposite end edge of said cen 
tral portion, the angle of. inclination of the upper side 
.edge of said second tab being such that with said second 
tab folded along said inclined opposite end edge into 
substantially parallel relationship with said central por 
tion the upper side edge of said second tab will be in 
alignment with the upper side edge of said central portion, 
indicia on the front face of said sheet, an adhesive on the 

a front faces of said tabs and an adhesive on the rear 
face of said ?ap whereby said label may be applied to 

> said package with said ?rst tab folded over said straight 
side edge and said second tab folded over said inclined 
side edge and with said ?ap folded upwardly in engage 

' ment with the adhesive on said tabs to hold said ?ap and 
tabs in folded position, the upper side edges of said cen 

- tral portion, said tabs and said ?ap being substantially 
in alignment to provide a protector embracing the heel 
portion of said package. 

6. A hose package comprising a pair of hose folded 
‘ in overlapping relationship along a fold line extending 

across the heel portion of said hose, a label and hose pro 
' tector enclosing the folded end portion only of said said 
~ hose, said label and hose protector comprising a sheet 
‘ having an elongated substantially rectangular panel por 
tion contacting one face of said folded hose with the 
lower longitudinal edge thereof substantially coinciding 

‘ with the folded edge of the hosiery, an integral tab ex 
tending from each end edge of said rectangular panel 
folded about the opposite side edges of said hose and 
against the opposite face of said hose, and a ?ap integral 
and coextensive with the said lower longitudinal side edge 

7 of therectan'gular panel folded about the folded and of 
the hosiery and overlapping said tabs and secured there 

' to in face contacting relation and thereby snu'gly enclos 

10 

ing said folded end of said hosiery. , t t 
7. A hosiery/package comprising in combination a 

form, a pair of hose disposed one within the other and 
received over said form, said hose and form being folded 
in overlapping relationship ‘along a fold line extending 
across the heel portion of said hose and form, the op 
posite‘side ‘edges of.said package being outwardly in 
clined at said heel porti'on,'and a combination label and 
hosiery protector comprising a sheet having an elongated 
substantially rectangular central portion, a tab extending 

' upwardlyand outwardly from each end edge of said cen 
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tral portion‘and folded around the inclined side edges of 
said package, a ?ap extending from the lower side edge 
of said central portion'and folded around the folded end 
of said hosiery,'said ?ap overlapping and being secured 
to said tabs byjan adhesive and indicia onthe outer sur 
face of said central portion to provide'alabel and a pro 
tector for the folded end portionof said hosiery. 

8. A‘hosierypackage. comprising in combination a 
form, a pair, of hose disposed one within the other and 
received oversaid form, said hose ‘and form being folded 
in overlapping lrelationshipgalong?a' fold line; extending 
across the heelportion of said hose and form, the op 
posite side edges ‘of said package being straight and a 
combination label ‘and hosiery protector comprising a 
sheet having an elongated substantially rectangular cen 
tral portion, a tab extending'outwardly from each end 
edge of said central portion and folded around the straight 
side edges'of said package, a?ap extending from the lower 
side edge of saidcentral portion and folded around the 
foldedrend of said, hosiery, said ?ap overlapping and be 
ing secured to said tabs by- an adhesive and indicia on the 
outer surface of said central portion to provide a label 

. anda protector for the folded end portion of said hosiery. 
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